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autobaler’s	clients	include	some	well-known	organisations

n AutobAler (pArt of eCS), bASed in 
lAnCAShire, SpeCiAliSeS in the Supply And 
integration of high-quality automatic baling and 
recycling equipment. Established as a limited company 
in 2006, it has grown rapidly, building a customer base 
to include some of the best known organisations within 
the UK such as Marks & Spencer, JJB Sports, DHL 
Exel Supply Chain, Kimberly-Clark, The Returns 
Company and many more.

The rebranding of ECS to Autobaler is an exciting 
milestone in the development of the company 
becoming one of the leading suppliers of integrated 
recycling systems in the UK. This instantly 
recognisable name will attract a wide range of clients 
who will benefit from Autobaler’s industry experience. 

During the past two-and-a-half years, ECS has 
worked with Marks & Spencer to provide dedicated 
recycling areas for packaging waste at nine distribution 
warehouses. In addition to the supply of the Anis 
Trend Automatic Baler, these turnkey projects included 
the provision of portal frame buildings to house 
equipment along with feed conveyors. 

Other recent Autobaler installations provided 
systems for product destruction, and included the 
manufacture of bespoke heavy-duty conveyors and 
integration of the AXO Shredder with its unique 
single-piece shaft design.

ECS managing director Jeff Jones says: “We are 
proud to have developed a satisfied customer base 

through dedicated service. Much of our business is 
gained from recommendation and ongoing service  
to existing clients. Our equipment can be used in many 
sectors including warehouse and distribution, waste 
management, local authority and manufacture.” 

The Anis Trend Automatic Baler, manufactured in 
Europe since 1994, is a robust machine engineered to 
produce a reliable and simple to operate press. With  
up to 20 pre-programmable settings, the balers are 
suitable for several material types, including paper, 
cardboard, polythene films, PET bottles and 
aluminium cans. 

Many components can be sourced within the UK, 
the hydraulic system being manufactured from 
Dennison and Parker components. In addition, 
Autobaler carries a comprehensive range of spare parts 
in Lancashire.

From initial site survey through to installation, 
Autobaler offers complete project management to 
ensure minimal disruption to on-site operation, 
whatever the scale or location. Scope of supply is 
tailored to suit individual applications, whether it is the 
manufacture of a feed system or the erection of a 
portal steel building where space may be at a premium.

The extensive knowledge that ECS holds within 
both the baling and waste sectors, coupled with its 
efforts to go that extra mile, provides the perfect 
solution to waste handling requirements. n 
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Going that extra mile

The Anis Trend Automatic 
Baler has up to 20 

pre-programmable 
settings to handle a  

variety of material types


